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THE CARTHAGINIAN MAYUMAS

Robert

M. Good

A small number of Punic texts from Carthage reveal the celebration in
that city of a religious festival designated mayumas1.

The Punic texts are a

welcome addition to the documentation of a festival that was widely celebrated in the ancient Mediterranean world2. They prove that the central activity
in the festival was a movement of water and thereby confirm an inference drawn
long ago 3 . The following remarks are intended to present the new documentation
and to place the Carthaginian festival in its widest context.
The Punic texts are numbered according to CIS 270-275, 290, 4908, 4909.
In each of these inscriptions the word mayumas either occurs or can be reliably restored. In all but one instance the word mayumas is spelled my ms. In
one instance, CIS 4908, the term is spelled m' ms. The word mayumas always occurs in a prepositional phrase, the fullest form of which is Imy me. m

qrthdSt,

'for the mayumas of the people of Carthage". The expression occurs at or near
the end of each text. These are votive texts with the familiar introductory
formulae, Irbt Itnt pn b I wl'dn lb I farm '§ ndv PN, "for the Lady, for Tanit
Face-of-Baal, and for the Lord, for Baal of the Amanus, that which so-and-so
vowed".
None of the texts is dated. Various features of the inscriptions can be
used to suggest their time of origin. The shapes of Carthaginian steles changed
through time and may be used to indicate approximately the date a stele was
made. The sculpted motifs associated with some of the inscriptions can also be
located in a serial chronology. And changes in the forms of letters allow a
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paleographically decided date. Brian Peckham has shown the sequence of letter
forms . The paucity of dated texts caused him to rely in part on stele shape
and decoration in determining the paleographic series. As a result, paleographic evidence should be checked by stele shape and motif analysis. I leave to
those specializing in their study the task of dating these texts in accordance
with stele form and decoration. As a paleographic judgment, it can be said that
CIS 270 is the oldest inscription of the series and that this text probably
belongs to the last half of the fourth century B.C.E. The letter

ayin in this

inscription seems from the photograph in CIS to be closed, and Peckham believes this characteristic of Carthaginian texts from the second century B.C.E.5.
But this is also an archaic Punic letter shape, and other letters in CIS 270
show old features. The following should be noted. The letter bet sharply distinguishes

shaft and tail. Its head is rather more triangular than rounded. Da-

let has a full tail, inclining slightly to the left. The letter lamed resembles
the fifth/fourth century form of the letter in CIS 5510. The letter mem seems
to have a right shoulder, and this could point to the fourth century as well.
The left side of the letter nun does not curve and is not of approximate size
with the shaft of the letter. Again we are directed to the fourth century. For
reasons which will become clear in the following discussion, it is unlikely
that the text was inscribed prior to Alexander's conquests and the rise of Hellenism, and so a date in the latter part of the fourth century seems to be indicated for CIS 270. None of the remaining texts is older than CIS 270. They
date to the third and second centuries, and cannot be later than the fall of
Carthage in 146.
The word mayumas in these texts has been misinterpreted in a variety of
ways. The absence of word dividers permits a reduction of the expression Imy ms
("for the mayumas")

into numerous hypothetical combinations of letters6. But

letter arrangement has not been the greater source of error in interpreting
the prepositional phrase. Most commonly the word mayumas has been analyzed as
a noun with the form miqtal7

. Analogous spellings have encouraged this, miqdaS
a

O

O

spelled myqdS in a Neopunic text , mip al spelled similarly with a yod myp I
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in a Punic inscription9. The supposed noun *mi mas is linked to the verb

amas

("to load, carry"). This results, depending on the scope allowed for semantic
extension of "load", in a noun meaning "decree, command"10, "weight"11, or "election"12.
The unique spelling m' ms opposes explaining the noun as a miqtal

forma-

tion, and so an alternative understanding of the noun must be found. Our proc
o
posal is to connect my ms/m' ms with the festival name Mayumas. The word mayumas occurs both in rabbinic and classical texts. Its etymology is unknown, and
it has been suspected that the noun was Semitic in origin13. This suspicion
can be confirmed by the Punic evidence. Punic my ms/m' ms appears to be a compound word. We believe its components to be the noun "water" (Punic *m) and
the verb "to be carried" (Punic y ms/'

ms).

Both components require comment in

connection with the Greek form of the festival name, matoumas.
We begin with the verb. In the noun matoumas we can detect an element
ioumas representing yu mas, the y-passive infinitive of ms. The Punic spelling
my ms betrays the verb in its etymologically correct form as y ms. In the Punic
spelling m' ms we witness the transformation of the yiphil (yuphal) into an
'iphil ('uphal): ' ms.There are reliable analogies in Punic to this transformation11*.

Since the Punic yiphil corresponds to the hiphil of Hebrew, we may
o
c
compare the Hebrew hiphil of amas for the meaning of the verb yu mas. Hebrew
c—
he mis means "to load, carry". Accordingly, we may translate the passive verb
Q

yu mas as "to be loaded, carried" or the like.
o
c
It remains to comment on the noun "water". In the spellings my ms/m' ms
the noun seems to be represented by the consonant m. In matoumas the term is to
be identified as either ma- or mai.

To my knowledge, the noun "water" is att-

ested nowhere else in Phoenician and Punic. The parent form of the Phoenician/
Punic noun can

be reconstructed as may-.

Since diphthongs ordinarily monoph-

thongize in Phoenician and Punic, we would expect the noun "water" to have the
form mi, and not ma or mai. Yet there is a consideration that justifies our
understanding ma or mai to be the noun "water": a geminated y will not monopho
c
thongize, and in a compound word may-yu mas (mayyu mas) the consonant y is
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doubled. We shall see momentarily that the noun mayumas is in fact a compound
Q

word. We may leave open the possibility that the noun m' ms was vocalized
o
o
me'u mas, but the correspondence between my ms and matoumas seems clear, permitting us to assign the vocalisation mayyu mas to the former and interpret
it accordingly.
The word mayumas is thus composed of a noun (water) governed by a following infinitive (to be carried). The word order is awkward for Punic15, but
the awkwardness is easily explained. As analyzed here, mayumas is shown to have
congruent form and meaning identical with Greek hydrophoria

{hydro-phoria,

"water-movement"). Mayumas must be a caique of the Greek term (and so a compound
word). Classical sources use the noun hydrophoria
As a neuter plural noun, hydrophoria

with various related meanings.

denotes a festival. Hydrophoria

can also

signify the ritual portage of water. Either usage may lie behind the Punic caique, but since the noun mayumas ordinarily refers to a festival, another meaning of hydrophoria

("the office of the water carrier") is to be excluded from

the process of word transmission. For the same reason we may not consider related

terms to be the source of the Punic borrowing: hydrophoros

water"; "water carrier"); hydrophoreo
16

phoros") .

("carrying

("to carry water"; "to serve as

Mayumas is thus a Semitic terminus

teohnious

hydro-

for rites of water

movement, and by extension the name of the festival in which such rites were
performed. But its Semitic pedigree can go back no further than the time at
which it was translated from Greek hydrophoria,

probably not before the dawn

of the Hellenistic era. As we have seen, paleography is compatible with this
conclusion.
Mayumas is a Punic or Phoenician compound word. Naturally, its meaning
was not transparent to speakers of Greek and Latin. When the name of the festival entered the parlance of Greek- and Latin-speakers, it lost its literal
meaning. Thereafter mayumas was no more than the name of a religious event.
By the time of the Byzantine chronicler John Malalas (sixth century) the etymology

of the festival name was unknown. John Malalas explained mayumas as

the festival of May17.

Other Greek, Latin, and rabbinic sources give no evid-
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ence of comprehending the literal sense of the name. In rabbinic Hebrew, where
the trasparency of the word could have been partially retained, mayumas is
spelled mywms, without the etymologically vital

. The name must have entered

Hebrew indirectly through Greek or Latin. Under these circumstances it cannot
be assumed that the association of mayumas and rites of water movement was everywhere preserved. A study of mayumas materials thus encounters a first
difficulty. The celebration called mayumas in one city may have been rather
loosely related to the mayumas as celebrated elsewhere. The degree of relationship between any two instances of the mayumas will have been determined by the
principles involved in labeling a festival mayumas.Festivals named for the month
of their celebration are not likely to have a great deal in common.
There is a second difficulty confronting the study of the mayumas. Festivals which ought to be compared with the mayumas may or may not have been called
mayumas in antiquity. Hydrophoria

as a ritual or a festival is attested under

other names in the ancient Mediterranean world. Rabbinic sources associate water movement with the Jewish celebration of Tabernacles, giving the name
1

to the hydrophoria

8

Tyrian hydrophoria

and calls the event yartd19.

Sd'Sbd

. It has been argued that the Jerusalem Talmud witnesses a
The argument is etymological.

Since the verb yrd can be supposed to have originally meant "to descend to water", a festival called yartd
The Tyrian yartd

may have involved descent to a source of water.

was, according to the Jerusalem Talmud, an event with a religious

character, and so the argument that connects this celebration with other festivals of water movement has some merit. The Jerusalem Talmud assigns another
yartd

to Botna20. Writing in Greek, Lucian speaks of Hierapolis' rites as a

moving of water {hudor pherein)

and so uses a phrase which stands ultimately

behind the nominalization hydrophoria21.

An Athenian hydrophoria

as also a festival called ta hydrophoria

in Aegina23. The Madeba map brings

further complexities with its entry betomarseas

he k(ai)

is known22,

maioumas,

"Marzeah-

1121

house, which is also Mayumas

*. Here a comparison (and thus comparability)

of the mayumas with that institution named marzeah

is implicit. Clearly, the

use of different names for rituals and festivals of water movement implies
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nothing about the similarity of the variously named festivals.
The preceding discussion clarifies the problem of understanding the
mayumas.

The relevant source material is diffuse, and the bearing of one datum

on another is not always certain. To set the Carthaginian mayumas in a
comparative context therefore requires caution. There is an inherent danger
of error in seeking to give a general profile of the festival on the basis of
the available sources. We must accordingly speak of probabilities rather than
actualities.
A transport of water was probably the central act at the mayumas,
in at least one case {hydvophovia

at the Athenian Anthesteria) this ritual took

a secondary place among cultic events. Lucian
the eighteenth century

26

although

25

and ethnographic reports from

lead us to believe that the movement of water was ac-

complished by a host of celebrants who would travel to a source of water, draw
and carry the water to a temple where the liquid would be poured out 2 7 . More
than one source of water is attested - the Mediterranean Sea 28 , a spring

29

-

and the meaning of this difference is unclear. Texts from Carthage designate
o

o

the local mayumas as a popular celebration {my ms m qrthdSt),
and this justifies the assumption that the Carthaginian festival involved a numerous body
of participants. The Mediterranean Sea is immediately at hand for Carthage,
and perhaps it offered a source of water for the festival.
The origin of the Carthaginian festival is uncertain. Since the name
mayumas is a caique of Greek hydrophoria,

it may be suspected that the festi-

val itself was introduced from a Hellenistic source. However, the first occurrence

in the Punic texts of the word mayumas need not be taken to mark the

introduction of the named festival. It may indicate nothing more than an innovation in festival nomenclature, the festival itself being indigenous in part
or in all.
Comparative evidence cannot reveal the origin of the Carthaginian festival, but it is suggestive. Festivals of water movement were common to the ancient Syro-Palestinian world, and this makes it seem likely that Carthage held
such a festival as part of its Phoenician heritage. At least the extent of the
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celebration (or the alleged celebration) of the mayumas and related festivals
in the Semitic world - at Ain Baki30, Tyre, Antioch, Gerasa 31 , Gaza, Ashkelon32,
Jerusalem, Hierapolis,perhaps Horns on the Orontes River 33 , perhaps Baalbek31*,
perhaps Botna, and perhaps even Dura Europus35 - requires explanation. By contrast, hydrophoria

is only rarely encountered among Greek cults. If we dis-

regard celebrations termed mayumas rather than hydrophoria,
hydrophoria

then to my knowledge

is found only at Athens as part of the Anthesteria and at Aegina.

According to Theopompous (fourth century B.C.E.), hydrophoria

was the ritual

36

accompaniment of the Deucalion flood myth . Certainly the Deucalion myth came
to Greece from the Semitic east 37 , and perhaps also the ritual. Be that as it
may, rites of water movement are more securely attested outside of Greece than
within.
It is nevertheless true that our documentation of the Syro-Palestinian
mayumas,

using the term to signify broadly any festival of water movement, does

not antedate the Hellenistic era. This is the case despite occasional efforts
to find earlier references to rites of water movement. Such rites are alleged
for Late Bronze Age Ugarit on the authority of the myth-and-ritual text CTA 23
and the mythological narrative CTA 4 3 8 . According to this view, the former refers to the ritual filling of a flagon with water. The relevant passage reads:
yah il mSt Itm
mSt Itm IriS agn (CTA 23:35-36)
and can be translated:
El takes two ladelsful,
two ladelsful filling a flagon39.
But there are reasons to doubt this translation, and it may be better to understand the lines to mean:
El takes two torches,
two torches from the top of the flame1* °.
Understood in this way, the text cannot be referred to rites of

hydrophoria.

The second of the two Ugaritic texts declares unequivocally that the god Baal
opened windows in his palace as rain sluices (CTA 4.7.15 ff.). It can be suppo-
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sed that this is the myth standing alongside a ritual of water movement, but
the supposition cannot be demonstrated and in fact seems unlikely.
There is a second fact relevant to the existence of ritual water movement at ancient Ugarit, but it proves to be equivocal as well. We have seen that
the Madeba Map invites a comparison of the mayumas and the marzeah.
Ras Shamra attest the existence of the marzeah

Texts from

in the Late Bronze Age1*1. Unfor-

tunately, the character of this institution is not fully understood1*2, and as
matters stand, there is no evidence to link water rites with the Ugaritic

marzeah.

From the foregoing it appears that there is some possibility of the practice of hydrophoria

at ancient Ugarit but no positive evidence of the ritual. The

same conclusion is reached when the evidence for rites of water movement in
ancient Israel is examined. The Mishnah gives the earliest positive evidence of
an Israelite hydrophoria,

but this document was redacted ca. 200 C. E. and cannot

be taken to witness directly the religious life of the Second Commonwealth.
Nevertheless, not a few biblical scholars have found in the reports of Mishnah
a warrant for filling out details in the course of the celebration of Sukkot
for the period of the second temple, and form critics have even carried parts
of Mishnah*s scenario back to the cult of pre-Exilic Israel. This movement backwards in time fosters efforts to find corroborating evidence from the biblical
literature and biblical archeology. A few biblical texts allegedly reflect the
ritual movement of water1*3. Some of these record no more than the pouring of
libations'*** ordinarily in battle reports. Such texts seem to have no connection
with hydrophoria'*5.

Others are too vague to bear the weight of proving the ex-

istence of a ritual unattested elsewhere1*6. Archeology does no better in confirming the practice. Avraham Biran has suggested that a tenth century installation excavated at Tell Dan with an apparatus for collecting liquids functioned
in rites like those of Mishnah's So'e'bd1'7.

But this is altogether uncertain,

and in sum it appears that a clear indication of ritual water movement is lacking for ancient Israel. To say this is not to offer a judgment of probability,
but simply to observe that positive evidence for hydrophoria
our most ancient sources.

does not occur in
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As a result of the failure of the Ugaritic and Israelite literatures to
witness unambiguously rites of hydrophoria,

it must be admitted that ritual

water movement is not securely attested in pre-Hellenistic cults of the Near
East. It therefore cannot be shown that appropriate water rites were native
to the Phoenician homeland of Carthage's settlers, and the belief that Carthage celebrated the mayumas as part of its oriental heritage must rest a judgment
of probability.
Even if this judgment is correct, it must be suspected that the outward
forms of the Carthaginian celebration resembled those of other Hellenistic
festivals. Most descriptions of the local mayumas celebrations give the festival the character of a mystery cult. Ludwig Venetianer has made illuminating
comparisons of Mishnah's Sukkot and the Eleusinian mysteries'*8. Sukkot's nocturnal, lamp-lit processions recall those of Eleusis. Both recall those implied
for Antioch's mayvmas, here mentioned and explicitly called mysteries
viori)

(jrruste-

by John Malalas:
In the same manner [Commodus] designated for the nocturnal theatrical (?)
festival (skSnikg heortS) celebrated every three years - it is the mystery of Dionysos and Aphrodite which is also called the Mayumas because it
is celebrated in May, the month of Artemis - enough gold funds for lamps,
candles, and other things needed for the festival of thirty days' pleasures

John Malalas characterizes the Antiochene festival as skenike.

This has

always been taken to mean "theatrical". In October, 399, the emperors Arcadius
and Honorus condemned the mayumas and referred to it as a speataoulum5°.

Near
51

Eastern archeology has furnished numerous examples of religious theaters .
Those used for mysteries had special architectural characteristics52, and on
the surface it is sensible to interpret Malalas' skenike"
sksnike"

as "theatrical". But

means "theatrical" in connection with the players' tent (skene'), and

it is interesting to note that rabbinic sources connect festivities related to
the mayumas with tents in various ways. Mishnah's Sukkot

(LXX: heorte

skendn)

featured rites of water movement, as we have already observed. A misrashic tradition treated the sin at Shittim in an Israelite tent {qubbd\

Nu 25: 1 ff.) as
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a marzeah

affair 53 , and the Madeba Map seems to label the location of that

affair a mayumas.

The particular sin at Shittim was sexual, and whether or not the mayumas
was a theatrical mystery, this fact harmonizes with the generally licentious
character of the event. John Malalas labelled the Antiochene festival the orgies of Dionysos and Aphrodite. A mayumas celebrated at Gerasa was remembered
as "most enjoyable" (ohariestatos)51*.

The decrees of Arcadius and Honorus know

the mayumas as a licentious affair. The Athenian Anthesteria with its hydrophobia

sported a h-Ceros gamos55.

MZmas, the Arabic form of the word mayumas ,

was used for a place of pleasure and outrageous sexual behavior56. Sexual liberties can even be inferred for Sukkot. Tradition records that the separation
of male and female worshippers in Judaism originated in an effort to subdue
what is euphemistically called the lightheadedness (qalliXt

ro'§)

of those ce-

57

lebrating Tabernacles . It is noteworthy that the Carthaginian mayumas was a
festival of the goddess Tanit and her consort Baal of the Amanus. This perhaps
allows the inference of some form of sexuality for the event.
To summarize the evidence relating to the external form of the mayumas :
The festival featured a collective transport of water from a source to a sanctuary, possibly in connection with sexual rites, and perhaps in the context
of a theatrical mystery.
If we turn from the external form of the Carthaginian mayumas to consider
its religious significance, we find ourselves on very uncertain ground. The
presence of formally similar rituals in more than one setting does not imply
that the same or similar meanings were ascribed to those rituals in their individual settings, and at most we may speak of recurring concerns associated
with festivals of water transport. One such concern was a desire to regulate
the involvement of the dead in the world of the living. At Athens,

hydropho-

bia belonged to the Anthesteria. There is reason to associate this festival
with a cult of the dead 58 , and there is every reason to associate the marzeah
with comparable concerns59. In Augustine's day a cult of the dead was firmly
entrenched in the Carthaginian countryside60, and we may assume it to have
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been in place much earlier. So it is possible that the mayumas at ancient Carthage held a place for the departed, but by no means certain that it did.
A second concern for water movement festivals is registered by both Lucian and Theopompous. They connect hydrophoria

with the flood myth. But the

ancient association of flood myth and mayumas is not altogether natural. At
Carthage, Tanit and Baal of the Amanus were principals in the festival. Their
conjoint significance is not easily located in the flood, and we may be on
firmer ground turning to a recollected interpretation of hydrophoria

from

eighteenth century Tyre. Those participating in this version of the mayumas
understood the festivities to celebrate the wedding of sea and land 61 . Rabbinic tradition gives a similar interpretation to So'eM

when it makes the trans-

port and pouring out of water the union of supernal and infernal waters 62 . A
sacred marriage was central to the Athenian Anthesteria. The purpose of a cosmic marriage was quite clearly the promotion of fertility on earth, and it is
here in the realm of fertility cults that some of the evidence concerning the
character and purpose of the mayumas converges. The very act of pouring out
water has suggested to most interpreters a rite of sympathetic magic designed
to inaugurate life-giving rains. Thus Sukkot occurs in the autumn and coincides with the critical start of winter rains. The Anthesteria was no less a
fertility cult. The fragmentary documentation of the Ugaritic marzeah

compels

the assumption that it, too, concerned issues of fertility. Possible mortuary
associations with the mayumas are easily accommodated to the view that it was
a fertility festival. In the history of religions the idea that the departed
play a role in the fertility of the living is unexceptional. It may be, then,
that the Carthaginian mayumas was a fertility festival.
But all this must remain uncertain, at least for the present. The evidence for describing the form and function of the Carthaginian festival is entirely comparative, and while a comparison of the diffuse data bearing on the
mayumas brings to light recurring patterns of associated practices (water movement, sacred marriage) and beliefs about the significance of those practices
(for the promotion of fertility, in solidarity with the departed), patterns
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are no more than an abstraction from observed data. They are not a tool for
prediction. It is perhaps not too much to hope that future epigraphic find will
shed further light on the Carthaginian festival and allow a description of the
event which is more positive and less probabilistic.
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